
A. Fill in the blanks with the correct answers. 
   (across, at, between, during, for, from, in, inside, near, on,
    throughout, to) 

1.  The ball is  the box. The children are excited to play with 

it   recess.  

2.  The students met  the library  3 p.m. They 

discussed their group project and borrowed books  

research.

3.  Sarah's house is  the school. She walks her 

place after school every day. 

4.  The cat is lying  the chair. It enjoys watching birds 

 the window.

5.  The bus will arrive  the bus stop  8 a.m. The 

students should have their bus passes  hand and be 

ready to board.

6.  The park is located  the city center. Families enjoy 

picnics and outdoor activities  weekends. 
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7.  The river flows  those two mountains. People can go 

fishing and have a picnic  the river banks. 

8.  Lucy's birthday is   May 5th. Her friends will bring gifts 

  her party.

9.  The dog ran  the yard while chasing a squirrel. It loves 

playing  other dogs  the park. 

10.  The bakery is r ight  the street  that 

supermarket. They sell delicious pastries and fresh bread 

 the day. 
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B.  Fill in the blanks with the correct answers. 
    (above, across, among, between, beyond, in, inside, into, of, on, 
    over, to, through, with)

1.  The athlete sprinted  the finish line, securing the

   first place  the race. The crowd cheered  

    excitement as she ran  the ribbon.

2.  The scientists conducted experiments to study the interactions 

 different chemicals. They discovered a correlation 

 the substances and recorded their findings 

their research paper. 

3.  The art exhibition showcased a range of artwork  

   var ious types of media. Visitors marveled  the 

    creativity and skill displayed  the gallery. 

4.  The new skyscraper towers  the city skyline, standing

    tall  other buildings. It represents progress and

    innovation  the architectural landscape. 

5.  The author's latest novel takes readers through a journey 

 time, exploring themes  love and loss. The 

intricate plot weaves  different timelines and characters. 
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6.  The orchestra performed bri l l iantly  the stage, 

captivating the audience with their harmonious melodies. The 

conductor led the musicians  a masterful performance. 

7.  T he hiker set foot  the dense forest, venturing

    the unexplored territory. The serene beauty 

     nature lies  the beaten path. 

8.  The company expanded its operations  the global 

market, reaching customers  different countries. They 

developed strategies to cater  diverse cultures and 

adapt  local markets.

9.  The architect designed a bridge that spans  the 

   river, connecting two cities  each other. The structure 

    stretches  a length of 500 meters.

10.  The historian studied events  ancient civilizations, 

seeking to understand the legacy they left   us. Their 

contributions had lasting influence  their time, shaping 

the course of history. 


